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11/18/17 BARTON McNEIL'S REMARKS ON SUSPECT CONVICTIONS EPISODE 3 

Dear Listeners, 

Still running a bit behind, I was finally able to listen to episode 3 of the SUSPECT 

CONVICTIONS series produced by Scott Reeder and Willis Kern, which originally aired 

on 11/10/17 on Bloomington's WGLT FM radio station. Addressing the hideous subject 

of possible sex abuse evidence, this episode was especially difficult to listen to, 

especially for me. 

Followers of the case of the 1998 murder of my daughter, Christina McNeil, and the 

subsequent wrongful conviction of her father, will recall that the prosecutor's claimed 

presence of sex abuse indicators (“naturally" defaulting the origin to the father 

regardless) somehow served as evidence of motive that I had killed my only child in 

order to “conceal" some act of molestation. Frankly the logic of this claim has always 

escaped me.  Were I in actuality a beasty abuser of my daughter, surely I'd be less willing 

to be exposed as her killer, than I would as her molester. 

Setting aside the question of the sex abuser's identity, during this episode Assistant State's 

Attorney (ASA) Mary Koll, serving to defend maniac-killer Misook Nowlin, lamely 

echoed prosecutor's 1999 claim that some autopsy-related conditions of my daughter's 

body indicated recent sex abuse. Contesting this questionable claim, a top forensic 

specialist, perhaps more than one, is set to testify that medical-related circumstances 

previously cited by prosecutors as evidence of sex abuse are baseless. Due to 

advancements in this field of study, once-suspicious circumstances or this sort are now 

widely dismissed as mere natural causes resulting from the process of death itself. 

Accordingly, it might be fair to say that the evidence of the prosecutor’s pathologist back 

in 1998 is inconclusive at best. 

Moreover, during the episode, ASA Koll seemed to retract the sex abuse evidence claim, 

conceding that, of the most inflammatory sex abuse assertion, no genuine evidence in 

support of it existed after all. 

 

By ASA Koll's own admission, the prosecutor's odious original citation of sex abuse 

evidence was greatly exaggerated, bearing in mind that I was never charged with any 

such offence in the first place. Now conceding that evidence of sex abuse was a fraction 

of what was once claimed, what remains (if anything) is very slight, hardly rising to 

“murder-motive" worthy. 



Mind you, no matter to what degree ANY sex abuse evidence was evident no matter how 

slight, if indeed it was present at all, this would be an abomination of the first order, with 

no hell hot enough for anyone who'd even think of committing such an abhorrent act. 

I don't know for sure whether some fiendish act of molestation occurred during the 

course of my daughter's murder, nor do I know for sure whether Christina may have 

suffered from some unholy violations at some time in the days, weeks or months prior to 

her murder. Quite apart from the newfound competing medical experts' opinions one way 

or another, due to a host of circumstances relating to my former girlfriend, Misook 

Nowlin, I have my own suspicions on the matter. But on this point I fully concur: The 

person who committed, or facilitated others to commit unspeakable violations of my 

daughter, no matter WHEN this may have occurred, would be the same person(s) who 

also committed her murder, if indeed Christina was the victim of sex abuse. 

Common to such cases, I have learned, that the secret of the existence of any ongoing 

child sex abuse and the secret of the violators' identity can only be maintained by the 

young child's rapist only so long as the vile offender maintains regular access to the 

child-victim. During the SUSPECT CONVICTIONS program, this well-established 

abuser/victim paradigm was addressed by Illinois Innocence Project attorney John 

Hanlon. 

As it happened, nothing at all had recently occurred that threatened my own near-daily 

access to Christina. Conversely, Misook Nowlin's access (as my girlfriend) to my 

daughter had just suddenly ended permanently. 

The fact of the matter is, on the immediate heels of our relationship's end, shortly after 

NOWLIN's access to my daughter ceased, Christina was permanently silenced, forever 

keeping secret the identity of who her possible sex abuser may have been. The 

intersection between the conspicuous timing of the end of Nowlin's ability to exert any 

influence over Christina, and the ending of Christina's life, all by itself, speaks to the 

danger Christina posed to her sex abusers' identity, only were Nowlin my daughter's 

beastly tormenter. If prosecutor's murder motive scenario has any plausibility, in that 

Christina was killed to keep secret ongoing sex abuse and the perpetrators' identity, then 

the timing of my daughter's killing immediately following THE END OF NOWLIN'S 

ACCESS TO CHRISTINA, speaks directly to Nowlin herself being my child's depraved 

violator, and to Nowlin being the murderer of Christina. Ending my relations with 

Nowlin, thus ending her access to Chrisrina, all by itself may have been one of several 

motives behind my child's suspiciously timed death, especially were Nowlin committing 

sex abuse acts, or facilitating such abuse at the hands of her Nowlin-gang like minded 

cohorts. 



Aside from the murder of Christina herself, any exam of the basic facts and 

circumstances surrounding Nowlin's highly premeditated 2011 killing of her estranged 

husband's mother, Wenlan Tyda, Nowlin having intentionally directly involved her own 

6-year old son, Donavon, in the 2-day murderous event, will recognize Nowlin's wicked 

character to be as coldly villainous as it is cunningly diabolical.  As shown in the Linda 

Tyda murder, Misook Nowlin is capable of unimaginable premeditative murder plotting 

and capabilities. 

Can anyone say that murdering Christina was beneath Nowlin's loathsome character, 

likely to have involved others in her family, just as she involved her 6 year old Donovan 

to provide her cover? Can anyone doubt that it was within Nowlin's calculating character 

to have accompanied her murder of Christina with staged sex abuse evidence in an effort 

to frame her estranged lover, Christina's own father? 

This is Nowlin's very modus operandi. 

Next, if prosecutor's theory of MALE RESPONSIBILITY for possible evidence of 

chronic sex abuse is true, which non-estranged male was long closer to Misook Nowlin, 

Christina's obvious killer, than anyone else, himself possessed with spiteful motives of 

his own in concert with his former wife's diabolical ways? 

Its long been a documented fact that, beginning just minutes following my bitter ending 

of my relations with Misook during a fight at a local restaurant, Misook made repeated 

attempts at contacting ex-husband, Andy Nowlin. Confirmed by phone records, Andy 

Nowlin was the last person that Misook spoke to by phone on the night of Christina's 

death, finally reaching him by phone at 11PM, shortly after which Christina had been 

mysteriously awakened in her bedroom just over an hour later, likely murdered shortly 

thereafter. 

By Andy's own sworn testimony during a 1999 court hearing, the subject of the late night 

call from Misook was the advancement of a two week plot to set me up for an arrest for a 

felony crime I was innocent of - a cunning scheme the Nowlins were conspiring about for 

a whole 2 weeks BEFORE my relations with Misook had even ended. From conflicting 

statements made to the police by Andy & Misook, and later testified to under oath, we 

also know of Andy's presence with Misook at her apartment in the hours following 

Christina's death.  These facts admitted by both to intentionally frame me can be found in 

writing within my very own court record! 

A further testament to Andy's deviant like-minded character, once Misook had later 

managed to have located to my daughter's deathbed that my landlord had donated to the 

Salvation Army, Andy Nowlin himself (alongside Misook and daughter, Michelle, alike) 

transported their newfound murder-trophy back to Misook's apartment for Michelle to 



sleep on. This according to what Michelle Nowlin herself told investigators after Misook 

severely assaulted Michelle by beating her about her pelvic & inner thigh area with a 

wooden rod, and performed an act of smothering upon Michelle while threatening to kill 

her.  Child Protective Worker assigned to the case, Bethany Wenger, stated in her report 

that she believed the bed was being used to psychologically torment 9-year-old Michelle 

Nowlin. 

Faced with the possibility, following Christina's death, that my daughter may have been 

the ongoing sufferer of rape perhaps at the hands of a male, it wasn't hard to guess who in 

the Nowlin camp Misook may have facilitated this with, making Misook a genuine child 

sex trafficker that is yet another abhorrent activity that is hardly beneath a child 

murdering serial killer. 

This also neatly explained to me why, at the mere sight of Andy Nowlin, Christina ran 

each and every time from the room in terror, for reasons at the time I couldn't guess, 

unsuspecting of the Nowlin' child-raping double lives. 

Tellingly, Andy Nowlin's own deafening silence on the heels of Christina's conspicuously 

timed death and his self-serving long-running defense of his psycho killer ex-wife 

Misook, while surely aware of her involvement in Christina's murder, speaks to the 

likelihood of his own involvement in Misook's sinister schemes. After all, Misook had no 

qualms about directly involving her own young son either, in his grandmother's murder 

years later. 

Further noteworthy, while Misook's two recent most domestic partners, myself and Don 

Wang, have horribly suffered the vengeful deaths of our dearest loved ones at the hands 

of Misook (also resulting in my wrongful conviction surely through Nowlin-gang intent), 

strangely, Andy Nowlin is somehow immune from Misook's murderous propensities. 

Prompted by investigative journalist and SUSPECT CONVICTIONS producer Scott 

Reeder, just this week Andy Nowlin confessed that, during my 3-year relations with 

Misook, she and Andy continued to carry on intimate relations in secret, which I was 

previously unaware of until just this week. Far from being separated from each other at a 

distance, Andy's incriminating revelation conforms to the increasingly held belief that, 

closer to Misook at the time of Christina's death than anyone, Andy himself was surely 

involved in my daughter's killing. 

Finally, sources indicate that Christina wasn't the first to die at the hands of the Nowlin 

gang, accounting for their cunning expertise. 

 


